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Design And Development Of Cluster Based Stretch
And Shrink Scheme For Topology Stability And
Load Balancing In Mobile Ad Hoc Network Using
Weighted Clustering Algorithm
Ramalingam. M
Abstract: The Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) does not have a stable state and it is constantly changing its structure, so need a good self-regulating
technique. There is another problem with this network, namely the problem of information exchange because the network is cons tantly changing and the
communication is complicated. Clustering technology is a good best technique that has been repeatedly tested by many researchers and has been talked
about in many research articles. Using this self-regulating method, it build a good topology in the MANET network. In this clustering method, the network is
divided into several groups, where each cluster head is elected. The simplest technique of clustering is to ensure the consis tency of the MANET network
topology as much as possible. Therefore, the use of clustering method in this mobile ad hoc networ k is simplified to facilitate the communication of various
types of algorithms and techniques. Communication using this cluster method on the MANET network takes place in two stages. I n the first case,
information is only transmitted to individuals within a group. In the second case, information is transmitted from one group to another, that is, to all groups
in the network. The clustering group is chosen to maintain the information that is good for this clustering team and send it to the appropriate forecasts. Each
cluster head is selected for each group and select this cluster head is based on the WCA (Weighted Cluster Algorithm). Comprise of Cluster based Stretch
& Shrink method and the new strategy is dealt with in this research paper, which can confirm its topology stability and the network's load. This new method
can reduce the instability of the network and increase its stability. Whenever the clustering load balance is increased, the group is split into two group is
called shrink method. At the same time clustering balance density decreases, this group is merged together with a similar low density group known as
stretch method.Thus when the density in the cluster decreases or increases, the balance of the group is controlled by the thr eshold value to ensure the
stability of the network. The stretch & shrink method has been compared with the bench mark algorithm and the significant res ult has produced.
Keyword: MANET, Stretch and shrink, WCA Clustering algorithm and Load Balance.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Analysis of cluster based mobile ad hoc network and
proposes an stretch and shrink algorithm to increase the
topology stability in MANET based on weighted clustering
algorithm (WCA) in order to facilitate and improve the
effectiveness in MANET topology stability. A Mobile Ad-hoc
Wireless Network (MANET) is a number of autonomous
wireless nodes that communicate with each other
dynamically and forms the ad hoc network to exchange the
node self data as well as information. In ad hoc network, the
nodes are acts not only as a host or receiver but also as a
router by making routing and routing the formation or
self-data for each other nodes in MANET and also it
provides pervasive computing environment that support
users in accomplishing their tasks, accessing data and
establish the communication anytime, anywhere and from
any device. The scheme of paper also deals some
important problems that occurred when implementing the
WCA-cluster (STRETCH & SHRINK) scheme and clearly
reads a variety of cluster technologies and transmits
information on this network based on the Weighted
Clustering Algorithm. The results of this stretch & shrink
method show that this new system has made significant
improvements compared with existing algorithms. This new
scheme will ensure the sustainability of the network as
much as possible. Managing sustainability with Clustering
method as stable as and the new scheme has improved
with existing WCA algorithm.

__________________________



II.CLUSTER HEAD (CH) SELECTION
The state of this network is affected by spontaneous moving
computers, which is why it use cluster method. In this
non-stationary network, getting information at the right time
and in the right place at the right time is considered
important. How the threshold factor is determined is the
area of the network and the total number of node
participated. A common threshold number is used to
balance the denser cluster in this way. Clustering method is
used and Cluster Head (CH) is selected from each group. In
the new method of clustering using WCA algorithm and
divided into several groups based on the density of the
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clustering to ensure the stability of the network. So far,
many types of clustering technology have been introduced,
each type of technology having every kind of advantage,
ensuring the consistency of this network in every good way.
This clustering technology gives us some assurance that
when it use this technology in the network, the information
will be on the right node at the right time and this will ensure
the stability of the network as much as possible. Clustering
technology is used in this network and the main reason for
using it is that it promotes the basic functions of networking
and makes the network's usage and the information sent to
it better and the network running better. This network is a
non-stationary one, so it is a bit more difficult to maneuver
through it using cluster technology to ensure maximum
stability.
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which the group leader stays the same as the old group.
The new head will be elected to the new committee and will
perform important tasks for the communication of the
committee. This technique uses two logic: one maximum
threshold number and one minimum threshold number. The
weight of a group must not exceed the maximum index and
not less than the minimum index. The stability of the
MANET network is protected by these two strategies. If we
look at how this minimum and maximum code is determined
in this network.This maximum minimum code is calculated
based on the area of the network and its number and
performance. A formula is given below so that we can
calculate this maximum and minimum index correctly.
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where
No.Of Cluster Head (CH) = nc;
Cardinality of each cluster from i=1,2,3.... = xi ;
Figure 2. Plane topology architecture for MANET

μ = (N −nc)/nc;

III. LOAD BALANCE
Threshold value to the clustering load balance, thereby
controlling the balance of the cluster. When the clustering
density increases and crosses the maximum number, the
group is split into two. Similarly, when the density decreases
in this cluster and the minimum number touches, the group
is joined to another similar group. A Cluster head is elected
in each group to monitor and streamline those groups. In
this clustering technology, the cluster head will perform two
important tasks when the weight of that group decreases,
that is, the weight of the group in which the particular group
touches the minimum number of the group. When the
weight gain then the group is divided into two groups in

N= No.of Nodes in the MANET boundary
Clearly, a value of LBF signifies a better load distribution
and it leads to infinity for a better balanced system. The
each CH balance the node based on the threshold value
and the the number of nodes supported by it. A clusterhead,
apart from supporting its members with the radio resources,
has also to route messages for other nodes belonging to
different clusters.

Step 1:

Calculate the degree deference for each node v

Step 2:

Calculate average of speed for every node in the MANET until time T
Compute the cumulative time Pv

Step 3:
Pv

--> Consumption of battery power for nodes in the network

Step 4:

Compute and Calculate the combined weight of W v

Step 5:

Chose the node with the smallest W v as clusterhead (CH)
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Step 6:
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Repeat the step 1 to 5 until all nodes in the metwork selected as a clusterhead (CH) or assigned to any one of the
cluster.

Figure 1.6 Algorithm for clusterhead selection

IV. WCA BASED STRETCH AND SHRINK
SCHEME
In the stretch and shrink scheme, the WCA based CH
selection method is used to minimize the topology alteration
in the MANET-dominant set environment. Δv is computed
for all the nodes in the network (Δ v is degree difference) and
the degree computation is possible only after creation of the
neighbors list. The degree difference list can be distributed
to all CH in the MANET.

Mv, Tv receptively.

The values are calculated

and

normalized, which means the network is ready to simulate in
the predefined boundary.
All the weights w1, w2, w3 or w4 are fixed for a simulated
system. The weighing factors also give the flexibility of
adjusting the effective contribution of each of the
parameters in calculating the combined weight W v.

Dv= sum of each neighbor node distance in the boundary.
After completion of the degree difference, the mobility
speed and total time can be calculated and it is indicated as

Figure 1.11 Average number of cluster formation ranging from 10 nodes to 50 nodes and the proposed stretch and shrink scheme
is compared with WCA.
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Figure 1.12 Average number of cluster formation by varying from 20 nodes to 100 nodes and the proposed stretch and shrink
scheme is compared with WCA Comparison of cluster formation.

V.CONCLUSION
A WCA based Stretch and Shrink scheme has been
designed and developed for maintain the topology stability
in MANET. The system is implemented as a collection of
mobile nodes, cluster formation and cluster head selection
based on rules. The algorithm starts with each node begin
in its own unique id and then explores the network to
produce desired cluster formation. The overall procedure
totally comprise of six steps to form a clustered MANET. It is
starts from loading the network into the fixed boundary and
set the transmission range. After cluster formation the WCA
based cluster head selection procedure is calling to select a
CH. The pre-defined rules are applied to the MANET for
balancing the load in each cluster. The developed scheme
has two procedure namely stretch procedure and shrink
procedure. Both the procedures has been developed to
maintain the optimal load in clusters. The stretch procedure
is developed for merge the clusters when the cluster size
reaches the under threshold value. The shrink procedure is
used to split the cluster when the cluster size reaches the
upper threshold value. The three rules are formed to
manage the cluster load balanced such as rule 1, rule 2 and
rule 3. The rule 1 is for adding nodes into cluster and rule 2
is applied when the CH is getting over loaded. The rule 3 is
applied when the cluster size reaches the under threshold
value. Cluster formation with CH selection, cluster
maintenance and end with load balanced clusters. To
evaluate the scheme is compare with the WCA. The
developed stretch and shrink scheme is based on the
weighted clustering algorithm to form load balanced
clusters.
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